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Rolloma c Develops Process for Double‐Rough Pinch Grinding
on Pinch/Peel Grinding Machine ShapeSmart® NP50
Mundelein, October 2020. Rolloma c, a leading machine tool manufacturer based in Le Landeron, Switzerland, maintains its
global leadership posi on in the field of pinch and peel grinding by developing a new process. Rolloma c is the original inven‐
tor of the pinch/peel grinding methodology and stays in the forefront in developing specific processes related to making this
type of machine even more produc ve.
Pinch grinding oﬀers accurate geometrical dimensions on the blank and ght surface finish requirements. In pinch grinding,
the roughing and finishing wheels grind parts simultaneously, with the finishing wheel trailing the roughing wheel. The rough
and finish grinding are performed in one pass. This innova ve way to cylindrically grind parts eliminates separate processes
and reduces cycle me.
Rolloma c developed an advanced process known as “double rough pinch grinding” which vastly decreases cycle mes for
blank prepara on of the following carbide cu ng tools:






T‐slot cu ers
Thread endmills
Rotary burs
Endmills for die and mold machining
Long‐reach endmills

T‐slot blank in solid carbide ground by the ShapeSmart® NP50 in one set‐up
Solid carbide blank dia. 5/8” (16 mm), neck dia. .400” (10 mm), neck length 2.1/4” (60 mm).
Grinding me 5 min. and 5 sec. (305 sec.)
Batch size 100 without operator interven on
Spindle load 35%







Repeatable process for long‐batch produc on.
Both grinding sta ons are equipped with diamond wheels with a grit size which is normally used for rough grinding.
The blank is then “pinched” between two rough‐grit diamond wheels.
The wheels interact on the blank simultaneously in a synchronized approach. While one wheel does the majority of the
work, the second wheel cleans up what was le from the other wheel.
The surface finish on the blank is be er than what would normally be considered an acceptable finish.
The cycle me is a frac on of what it would have been using the customary pinch grinding method with roughing and fin‐
ishing wheels.

ShapeSmart® NP50 pinch and peel grinding machine

ShapeSmart® NP50 pinch and peel grinding machine
top view showing the two grinding wheels interac ng
on the blank simultaneously

Both grinding spindles are “synchronous direct‐drive spindles” with 19 hp peak each. The most important feature of a synchro‐
nous motor is that it provides constant speed during its opera on and that the torque curve is highly eﬃcient, as per above
graph. The rota onal force is not reduced with higher RPM’s. Synchronous motors always run at a speed equal to their syn‐
chronous speed, as opposed to asynchronous motors (induc on motors) which always have a lag and are therefore less eﬃ‐
cient.
On a test produc on run of 100 pieces, the following results were achieved:
 Cycle me without loading/unloading was 5 min. and 5 sec.
 Wheel spindle load on the roughing side (synchronous spindle) was no more than 35%. The limi ng factor is the wheel
wear and not the machine. The machine will always outperform the wheels.
 The highly eﬃcient synchronous spindles, running at 35% power draw or less, do not release any heat into the machine or
into the grinding process. This greatly improves the thermal stability of the machine.
 Synchronous spindles operate much quieter even under load compared to induc on motors.
 An excellent G‐ra o was achieved which is the ra o between the stock removal and the wheel wear volume.
 The wheel wear was manageable. With the clean‐up pass of the 2nd wheel, the dimensional tolerances of the blank were
easily maintained.
 There were no TIR issues and surface finish was above expecta ons.
 This process outperforms alterna ve compe ve equipment by more than 50%.
Rolloma c provides outstanding service/support from its North American headquarters in Mundelein, IL, and satellite oﬃces in
CA, FL, IN, MA. For more informa on visit: www.Rolloma cUSA.com or e‐mail solu ons@Rolloma cUSA.com.
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